
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN LAURENT MATRICES1

G. L. KRABBE

1. Introduction. If G is the set {0, ±1, ±2, ±3, • • • }, let lp de-

note the sequence space LV(G); the convolution2 of two sequences

a and b is written a* b. When a= {a„}neG is in h, then the "Laurent

matrix" (an-r) represents a transformation c—*c * a of lp into itself,

which we denote a*„.

Suppose that p is any number such that p^l. In this paper we

show that, if aEh, then the spectrum of a*p is the set {A (9): — x^fl^xj,

where A (6) = 22'--" o,neiM. I am indebted to Professor R. P. Boas,

Jr. for a suggestion which is at the origin of the present note (see

§2).

2. Application. Let 21 be the set of all functions analytic on some

(variable) open set containing [—x, x], and denote by <&A the se-

quence of Fourier coefficients of A. In the case ^lwe have estab-

lished (see [l]) that, when <z(E§l, then ($A)*P is a member A§p of the

set <EP of all operators on lp; moreover,

(I) the spectrum of A$p is the image of [ — x, xj by A.

It follows directly from the results described in §1 that (I) holds for

p ^ 1 and when A is in the set ff of all continuous functions on

[ — x, x] having absolutely convergent Fourier series. Thus, if

B(9)= [yl(0)]_1 defines a function B in fj, then3 the inverse (A§p)~x

of Atp is in &p, and (Afp)~1 = Btp. This answers affirmatively a conjec-

ture of Professor Boas.

3. Preliminaries. We shall need the following facts. The space Zi

forms a Banach algebra 2 under convolution multiplication and under

the norm ||a||i= E"--» \a"\- ^et ^n denote the sequence4 {S"}„<=g;

the multiplicative unit of 8 is 5°. Moreover,
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2 We use the notations of [l] and [2, p. 49, 3a].

3 The condition is both necessary and sufficient. Note that B is in ff if and only

if A vanishes nowhere on [— x, «■].

4 As usual, 6n = l and S" = 0 when v^n.
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(a) the set lo is dense in 8,

if we agree to denote by h the set of all finite linear combinations of

members of {bn: nEG}. We shall also consider the space & of all

functions whose domains include [—ir, ir] and which are continuous

there; £ forms a Banach algebra under the multiplication (A o B)(d)

= A(ff)-B(B) and under the norm ||.4||B = sup {\A(6)\ : -r^d^ir}.

Suppose that aE%; then aA will denote the function A defined by

A(8)= 22n--« anein9, — ir^d^ir. The mapping a—>aA is an isomor-

phism ip of £ onto the subalgebra lA = JaA:(i£liJ of (£; note that if/ is

also a continuous mapping.

3.1. Definition. Suppose that Z is a member of an algebra H with

unit 1. If A-1 denotes the inverse of X when X_1£X, then the spec-

trum cr(Z) of Z is the set of all complex X such that (XI—Z)_1£X

(see [2, p. 64]).

3.2. Remark. If TE&P, then o(T) is the spectrum of the operator

T. If A E S, it is easily seen that a (A) is the image {A (9): — w^B^ir}

of [— ir, ir] by A. A theorem by Wiener [2, p. 72] states that cr(A)

= o($A) when AEli- In other words, if aEh, then o(a) = o(aA).

3.3. Remark. The mapping a—>a*j, is a continuous homomorphism

of the Banach algebra ? into the Banach algebra ©p (see [2, 32D]).

3.4. Lemma. If l^p^ » and aEh, then o-(a*p)Cff(oA).

Proof. It will suffice to show that o~(a*p)Ea~(a)i since a(a) = o(aA)

by 3.2. To that effect,6 let \&<r(a), whence (X-5°-a) * 6 = 5°; it fol-

lows from 3.3 that (\I — a*p)T = I for some T in Q£P, whence the con-

clusion X(f<r(a*p).

3.5. Lemma. If p = l and aEh, then cr(a#p) =cr(aA).

Proof. By 3.4 it will suffice to show that o(aA)E(T(a*P). To that

effect,6 let\Eo'(a*P), whence (\I — a*p)Tx = x for some Fin @i and for

all x in h; take x = 5° and set y = TxEh, whence Xy— y*a = 5°. But

z-^>zA is a homomorphism, and consequently (yA) o (KI° — aA) = 1°,

where 1° is the unit-element of S. Now I°(d) = 1, so that the function

\P — aA must not vanish on [—ir, ir]; we thus obtain the conclusion

\Ev(aA) (see 3.2.).

3.6. Lemma. // 1 ̂ p< oo and aEh, then o(a*p) =o(aA).

Proof. In view of 3.5 and loEh, it will suffice to consider the case

Kp< <*>. Note first that the function En defined by En(9) =einB be-

longs to SI (see §2; we suppose nEG) and that the sequence 4>(£")

6 If \EE implies X^i7, then FEE.
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of Fourier coefficients of E" is 5n (see §3). Now a is a linear combina-

tion /.|Xn5" = <£( y^.\nEn); consequently a =<&A, where A is some

member of 31. From the results of [l] mentioned in §2 we obtain

a(Atp) =cr(A); butAfp= ($>A)*p = aitP whence a (A) =<r(a*P). The proof

is concluded by noting that A =aA.

3.7. Theorem. If aEh, then a(a*p)=cr(aA) for any p such that

l^p< oo.

Proof. Let Xn and Z be members of a commutative Banach alge-

bra 3E; if \\X\\ is the norm of X in X, we write Z = XlmXn whenever

lim ||Z — X„\\ =0. We shall need the following result:

(/?) if Z = XlmA„, then o-(Z) = Lim a(Xn).

In this statement (proved in [3, p. 169]), Lim is the Hausdorff limit.

If a E h = 8, then (by (a)) there exist members a(n) of U such that

(1) a = 81ma(«)    and    a(n) E 8

(we suppose n—»«> throughout); by combining (1) with 3.3 we ob-

tain a*p = Qtplm(a(n))*p. In view of (j3), this last result yields a(a*P)

= Lim cr(a(n)*p); but a(n)Eh, and by 3.6 we can write the last equal-

ity in the form
A

(2) <r(a*P) = Lim a(a(n)   ).

On the other hand, since a—>aA is a continuous mapping of 8 into ©,

we can infer from (1) that aA = £lm(a(«))A, together with b(«)EE.

Combining again with (0), we obtain cr(aA) =Lim <r((a(n)A) and a

comparison with (2) gives the conclusion.

4. Concluding remarks. From 3.2 and 3.7 we see that cr(a*p)

= cr(aA)=a(a), whence the assertions of §1. On the other hand,
A

(II) if A E h, then o(A#p) = c(A) whenever 1 s= p < °°.

This can be seen as follows: the sequence a =$A of Fourier coefficients

of A is in k, and Afp = a*p (see §2); but aA=A, so that (II) follows

from 3.7. Keeping 3.2 in mind, it is clear that (II) covers the asser-

tions of §2 (it is easily verified that lA =fJ). From (II) it can readily be

inferred that

\\A\\„ = lim||(j4|,)»||»'» (1 =§#<«).
n—*oo
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CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF DERIVATIVES OF
SEQUENCES OF FUNCTIONS1

G. R. MACLANE

In a recent paper Dvoretzky [l ] discusses an interesting generaliza-

tion of a theorem of Walsh [2]. A striking supplement to Dvoretzky's

theorem is the following one.

Theorem.   There  exists  a  sequence  of functions

{fn}',   /nGCH-OO,   =0),

with lim„.00/„(x) =0, such that: if Ai is any subsequence of the natural

numbers with the property that there exists a sequence xni, niENu

satisfying

(1) f'»i(xni) = 0,     and       lim  x„, = 0,

then the sequence N2 complementary to Ni (i.e., N2 contains exactly

those natural numbers omitted by Ni) is infinite and

(2) lim sup   I     ( f'n2(x) \ dx =  oo
»,-"»       ^0

for every h>0.

Proof. Let e„| 0 and let {X„} be the sequence 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3,

4, 1, • • ■ . Let {un} be a sequence of positive numbers such that

(3) e„u„/Xn —► oo, n —» oo.

The functions /„(x) shall be odd and
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